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Abstract: There are billions of site pages accessible on the Internet. Search engines have an issue for the best rated list to the user's
query from those huge amounts of pages. A lot of search results that equivalent to a user's query aren't relevant to an individual need.
The majority of the page rank algorithms use Link-based ranking (web composition) or Content-based ranking to estimate the relevancy
of the info to the user's need, but those rank algorithms might be insufficient to give a good rated list. In this way, in this paper we
proposed an Efficient Hybrid Utilization based Ranking Algorithm called EHURA. EHURA was applied to 1033 English Corpus to
measure its performance. The result shows improvement of the accuracy for using EHURA over the Content-based ranking algorithm
rendering while realizing approximately the same recall percentage.
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1. Introduction

2. Related Work

Browsing becomes a normal habit in our life. Millions of
users connect to search engines daily. They are following
some of the hyperlinks in the final results, click on ads, spend
time on pages, reformulate their queries, and perform other
activities. These interactions may problem some a valuable
source of information for tuning and enhancing search
outcome ranking and can complement more costly explicit
decision. On the other hand, others choose the traditionally
information retrieval (IR) scenario, a user formulates research
online query and triggers a retrieval process which results in a
set of ranked documents in decreasing order of relevance.

Ranking search results is a fundamental problem in
information retrieval. Most common approaches mostly give
attention to similarity of query and a web page, as well as the
overall page quality. On the other hand, with increasing
popularity of search engines, the recording of user behaviors
demands to appear on the surface more. Much information
such as links user’s click how long users spend on a webpage
and the user's satisfaction degree from the relevance of the
page could be approximated. It is actually kind of implicit
feedback (i. e., the actions users take when interacting with
the search engine), such kind of usage data could be used to
enhance the rankings [4] [5] [6] [7] [8].

Most of the existing Information Retrieval Systems still relies
on various approaches of ranking algorithms, like Contentbased ranking algorithms that apply the words in each
document to determine its ranking; Link-based ranking
algorithms assign scores to web pages based on the number
and quality of hyperlinks between webpages. Links that point
to a particular page or recommend a page can help to improve
link-based rankings; Usage-based ranking algorithms rating
documents by how often they are viewed by Internet users.
Regarding Usage-based ranking, there are limited works to
utilize the usage data in the web information retrieval
systems, especially in the ranking algorithm. For few systems
[2] and [3] that use the utilization data in ranking, they
determine the value of a web page by their selection
frequency. This measurement is not that accurate to show the
real relevance. The time spent on reading the page, the
procedure of saving, printing the web page or adding the web
page to the bookmark, and the action of following the links in
the web page, are all good indicators, perhaps better than the
simple selection frequency. Therefore it is worth further
exploration how to apply this kind of real user behavior to the
ranking mechanism. The objective of the paper is to provide a
hybrid ranking algorithm to utilize the usage data called
EHURA (Efficient Hybrid Usage-based Ranking Algorithm).
This ranking algorithm to improve the ranked list provided
from search engines that based only on content base ranking.
The improvement is important to study, because it will effect
on the effectiveness of Information retrieval systems and web
search engines.

A great deal of work has been done on the understood
measures of user preference in the field of IR (i.e. implicit
feedback in IR), One of the soonest assessments of time
perspectives was introduced by Morita et al. in 1994. Their
examinations demonstrated a positive relationship between
user interest and the perusing time of articles. Likewise, they
found a low connection between reading time and the length
and readability of an article [9].
Usage-based ranking Algorithm was presented by Ding et al.
in 2002 for web Information Retrieval systems that applies
time spent on page against standard selection- frequency
based ranking, i. e. the basic idea of rank score is calculated
on the time users spend on reading the page and browsing the
connected pages, the high- ranked pages may have a negative
adjustment value if their positions couldn't match their actual
usage, and the low-ranked pages may have a positive
adjustment value if uses tend to dig them out from low
positions [2].
Based on the study of Kellar et al. 2004 [10] focused on the
relation between web search tasks and the time spent on
reading results. Their results support the correlation and show
that it can be even more powerful as the complexity of a
given activity increases.
Agichten et al. (2006) researched user behavior data to
improve ordering of results real web search settings. Their
report involved over 3000 queries and 12 million user
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interactions with a popular web search engine, the results of
this study show the accuracy of entering end user feedback
term was increased in comparing with the original ones [4].
Tuteja's study in [11] was structured on user behaviors in
order to improve the measured PageRank Algorithm by
considering a term Visits of Links (VOL) created by the end
of 2013. This kind of research idea presented as modifying
the standard Measured PageRank algorithm by including
Visits of Links. A few consumption behavior factors included
in this research to VOL like:
 Time spent on web page corresponding to a link: The
algorithm must assign more weight to the link if more time
is put in by you on the online web page corresponding to
that particular link. Many of the times, enough time spent
on the junk pages is very less when compared with relevant
pages. As a result this factor will help in lowering the rank
of junk pages.
 Most recent use of link: The link which can be used most
recently by users should have more priority than the
hyperlink which has been not used so far. Therefore latest
use of website link can be used to compute the page rank.
The result shows that adding number of visits of links (VOL)
to compute the values of web page rank holds to be more
relevant results are recovered first. In this way, it may help
users to find the relevant information much quicker.

4. Proposed System
Section A: Outline of Algorithm
Input: User Query
Output: Relevant documents.
Step 1: A repository (database) of webpages is created
Step 2: After resulting in the database a link structure will be
created that will describe how webpages are linked to each
other. On the most basic of links, page rank will be calculated
for each and every page at the beginning.
Step 3: User will add a query and database will be searched
for the pages related to user query.
Step 4: Pages will be search user query. Web pages will be
selected on the basis of their similarity content and those
similar user search will be selected for user. Website
similarity will be calculated using modified Sim-Rank
technique i. e. content based rank.
Step 5: After getting the web pages those are matched with
user query, their web page ranks will be compared. Pages
with high page and content rank will be placed on top of the
search result list. To build our final search list we will
consider both web pages content and links.
Section B: Module Description

A few researches considered in usage-based ranking based on
the pages selection frequency. This kind of might be incorrect
indication; the reasons might be the inadvertent human
mistake, misleading titles of web pages or returned summaries
not representing the real content. As a summary, ranking
algorithms still have some drawbacks to a ranked list
provided from some search engines. Thus, we plan to develop
a hybrid ranking algorithm to utilize the usage data, This
hybrid ranking algorithm bases on Content-Based Ranking
which is the more accurate indicator rather than Link-Based
ranking, we thought the content of the web page is more
important than how much it holds incoming link and outcoming link to a web page. In addition of other usage factors
which are:
 Frequency of visit that determine the relevance of a web
page by its selection frequency
 Time Spent that shows how long users spend on a page
after removing the download time of the page.

According to Figure 1, our system consists of several
modules; we divided them into two Phases:
Phase I: Document Pre-processing Phase consist the
following Modules:
Module 1: Tokenization: this stage for breaking a stream of
text up into words, and keeping the words in a list called
Word's List.
Module 2: Data Cleaning: it removes useless words from the
Word's List; These useless words are stored in a stop words
database as appear in the figure. The database has 311 stop
words with a size 3KB.

3. Problem Statement
The problem is on combining different ranking algorithms in
order to design an effective hybrid ranking approach that uses
a combination of content based, link based and usage based
ranking algorithms such that it meets user specific needs and
goals. In order to narrow down the ranked list even further to
meet the user specific search goals the reordering of the set of
top n ranked pages is imperative using re ranking algorithm.

Figure 1: System Architecture
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Module 3: Log Files Analysis: it removes irrelevant records
from Log file. In order to enhance the efficiency of usage
based retrieval algorithm by a useful records only. Log file
Analysis consist a series of process like data cleaning, user
identification, session identification as appear in Figure 1, To
clear those process see section A.
Module 4: Indexing: Indexing is a process for describing or
classifying a document by index terms; index terms are the
keywords that have meaning of its own (i.e. which usually has
the semantics of the noun). This index terms are grouped in
an indexer and stemmer is service this stage by improving the
group of these keywords in the indexer.
Phase II: Ranking Phase (EHURA) consist the following
Modules:
Module 5: Content-Based Ranking: the user's query is
matched with the index terms to get the relevant documents to
the query. Documents are then ranked using ranking
algorithms according to the most relevant to the user's query.
Module 6: Usage-Based Parameters: In this stage we
calculate several parameters which are the inputs to our
algorithm. These parameters are presents in detail in section
B Number 2.
Module 7: Usage-Based re-ranking: it's the combination of
the pervious modules to provide a new weight called usage
based weight for the pages, then ranking those pages
according to their new weight.

5. Conclusion
The World Wide Web (WWW) is rapidly and exponentially
growing on all aspects and is a massive, explosive, diverse,
dynamic and mostly unstructured data repository. As on today
WWW is the huge information repository for knowledge
reference. There are a lot of challenges in the Web: Web is
large, Web pages are highly semi structured, and Web
information tends to have diversity in terms of meaning,
degree of quality of the information extracted and the
conclusion of the knowledge which is extracted from the
information. So it is important to understand and analyse the
underlying data structure of the Web for efficient information
retrieval. Thus web search ranking algorithms play a vital role
in ranking of the web pages so that we could retrieve the web
pages that are relevant. With the rapid growth of the
information sources we are drowning in data but starving for
knowledge therefore it has become necessary for the user to
use information retrieval techniques and combination of
different ranking algorithms to find and extract and filter the
desired information. Many of the existing Information
Retrieval Systems still relies on various approach of ranking
algorithms, like Content-based ranking algorithms, Linkbased ranking, or a few of them based on utilize user
behaviors via usage-based ranking algorithm. Unfortunately,
those ranking algorithms still have some drawbacks to a
ranked list provided from some search engines. A
combination of these algorithms enables to filter out the
redundant results to gather the useful information.
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